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A Storm Is Gathering Over
Container Shipping
Sagging global trade, rising fuel costs
and stubbornly low freight rates have
shipping lines facing new headwinds in
an elusive search for stability
It used to be that you could measure confidence in
the container-shipping industry by the everincreasing scale of the carriers’ vessels and the
size of their ship orders. These days, the hulking
megaships that serve the world’s biggest trade
routes look more than ever like monuments to
brash corporate planning and projections built out
of hopes rather than reality.
From slowing global trade to rising fuel prices to capacity increasingly out of step with demand,
container-shipping operators are facing new challenges over the next two years, hurting prospects for a
recovery after nearly a decade of moving in fits and starts toward stability.
Shipments of boxes stuffed with clothing, electronics, manufacturing parts and a broad range of
consumer goods across the oceans are the backbone of global trade. But the cost of moving them could
go up sharply as regulations calling for cleaner—and more expensive—ship fuels kick in next year.

Estimates are that shipping companies will try to pass
on to cargo owners about $10 billion a year in
combined additional expenses from the new fuel
requirements, but they will almost certainly have to
absorb some of those costs to keep customers on
board. Container ships move things as diverse as
clothes, food, furniture, electronics and heavy-industry
parts. In the years before the 2008 financial crisis, box
ships fuelled globalization. Demand for ocean trade
rose as much as 8% annually and owners spent billions
to buy more vessels.

Shipping Headwinds
Trade wars, excess capacity and a looming
global slowdown are keeping container ship
freight rates below breakeven levels.

This created load of excess tonnage that, at the current rate of new ship deliveries, will take at least
two years to absorb. It also means that on top of higher fuel expenses, freight rates likely will continue
to hover way below break-even levels across some of the biggest ocean trade routes.
With China’s economy slowing and shipments taking a hit from the evolving trade war between
Washington and Beijing, operators are already cutting their full-year forecasts.
“We see clearly a global economic growth that is declining,” Soren Skou, chief executive of A.P.
Moller-Maersk AS, the world’s top container operator by capacity, told an investor conference call
recently. “We see weaknesses, in particular, in China and Europe. We expect container demand
growth to fall to 1% to 3% this year from 3.7% to 3.8% last year.”
Copenhagen-based Maersk said 2019 will be subject to considerable uncertainties because of the
risks of further restrictions on global trade. It added that a new regulation by the International Maritime
Organization to cut sulphur emissions from ship stacks “will bring significant increases in fuel prices.”
Industry experts expect the IMO rule, which goes into effect at the beginning of next year, to boost
ship fuel costs by about one-third.

Shipping executives say uncertainty over the availability of cleaner fuels makes price estimates this
year little more than a guessing game. “It has turned the shipping market, the transportation market,
into a casino,” said Andreas Hadjiyiannis, president of the Cyprus Union of Shipowners.
The continuing standoff between the U.S. and China caused shipping volumes to rise sharply in the
second half of 2018 as companies pulled orders forward to get ahead of tariffs. With threats of additional
tariffs set aside for now, estimating orders and shipping volumes this year is a guessing game.
A persistent imbalance between shipping supply and demand only adds to the uncertainty.
London-based Braemar ACM Shipbroking Services PLC estimates demand for container shipping will
rise between 2% and 3% annually over the next four years, while fleets are expected to expand at a
5% annual rate. About one-third of the new tonnage will be ultralarge container vessels that move as
many as 22,000 boxes. Maersk introduced those behemoths in 2013 and other carriers quickly
followed, deploying dozens of the vessels on Asia-to-Europe routes. The idea was that billions could
be saved by stacking scores of boxes on a single ship rather than on a number on smaller ships.
The carriers are struggling to keep the ships full to make up for the big capital outlays, however, and
the effort is crashing against supply chains. Shipping lines are cutting weekly services to get as many
boxes as possible on each ship, which means fewer port calls and delays in deliveries that leave
customers angry.

